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Abstract 
This paper startsfrom rethinking the daily life of kids to the urbanismauthority. In recent ten years, the school-walkway projects 
in Taipei have re-valued the exchanging price of the old apartments built in the 1960s. The turn-key is the spatial quality of the 
lane along the campus. People wonder how parking, dining, and walkway for kids in the lane shape the middle-class community 
in Taipei. There is a critical issue of making urban ‘habitable’ by capitalizing the rule of time and space. The matter of the living 
spacereflects the critique of everyday life, especially the playtime to childhood. In the main part of the argument: how the 
walkway project starts the political intervention of neighborhood life. It is releasing the edge of the school to the urban function, 
remodelling the one way street to the community, and re-building the order of the lane space. I would like to re-test the planning 
of the school walkway to redevelop modern community by the corporation within Construction and Planning Agency and 
Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Education, elementary schools and the neighbor communities in Taipei since 2003. In the 
other vision, the capitalism of kids’ ground designs the geographicidentity and social difference to the habitability of 
urbanism.By the side of the argument, I would like toresponse how thespatial relationship of production betweenthe childhood 
and the neighborhoods. Representing the middle-class family living in Taipei through the transformation in-between two 
moviesdirected by Edward Yang:‘A Brighter Summer Day’(1991)and ‘AOne and A Two’ (2000). In the movies, the broken urban 
experience grounds the social group of kidsin the lane and to representthe class-struggle under the urbanism. 
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1. Introduction: The childhood as a production of the neighborhood 
It reflected the environment of that era and would happen to anyone in any place. (Edward Yang, 1991).A 
Pakistani girls’ education rights fighter and an Indian child rights activist win Nobel Peace Prize in this year. The 
committee’s chairman said: “Children must go to school and not be financially exploited.” He especially made 
conclusion that “In Conflict-ridden areas in particular, the violation of children leads to the continuation of violence 
from generation to generation.” (New York Times, 2014/10/10)Today, the rights of children and the respect to young 
people are emphasized as a prerequisite for peaceful global development. Coincidentally, it reminds my 
consciousness of the childhood and the neighborhood in the developing urbanism. 
1.1. Childhood in a city 
To the discourse of ‘Quality of Life’ in the urban environment, I would like to start from the experience of a 
childhood in my city, Taipei. Sisters, brothers and I were living near a typical six meters wide road in Taipei city 
during the period of 1960s to 1990s. It’s a crafters’ street where my parents rent a small shop making and selling 
golden jewels. In 1970s, there was limited traffic in this kind of road but few were bicycle, motorcycle and 
rickshaw. Sometimes, farmers would bring fruit, bread and vegetable to this road to sell. Most children would play 
here and watch crafters working after school time. Most parents helped each other to take care of children around 
this neighborhood. At that moment, I used to spend a long time staying on the tile roof of my parents’ store, in order 
to waiting for the elder children coming back from school. It’s enjoyable for me to watch people’s activitiesin this 
laneduring those days. When I started walking to school alone, I knew more friends from different families’ 
background. And soon, we grouped a children’s social group to exchange new staff and living experience. The first 
rule made by parents to our group was that the elder one must protect the younger one. However, we would develop 
our social practice which was designing new games or discovering new playground in the neighborhood as a 
competition of the leadership. First, we took turns to be a leader who would lead us to walk around this 
neighborhood as a detecting group searching news after school time. Then, we would occupy one site as our 
playground to practice what everyone learned from schools and neighbors. Some children left the group for entering 
high school. Some younger children would join in. This kind of self-identity game kept going in a different place 
and different way. The memory of the childhood placed in somewhere of the neighborhood, even when children all 
left this home to go to senior high school or college. In the late 1980s, there were more and more high concrete 
buildings replaced the small brick houses. And soon, some of the tiny lanes became wider roads to satisfy the use of 
car traffic. To my generation, the urbanism broke the memory of our childhood around the neighborhood. In the 
other words, the environmental creativity to children had gone when people compliment the new image of urban 
development. Today, the question left to me is how to rethink the connection of the childhood to the neighborhood. 
Does it produce meaning or specific space? 
1.2. Kids’ identity 
Learning to be independent of children’s group is a sign that one are growing up to become one’s self. There are 
two movies directed by Edward Yang: ‘A Brighter Summer Day’(1991) and ‘A One and A Two’ (2000) criticizing 
this nature. In ‘A Brighter Summer Day’, the director Yang recalled a murder event that a high-school boy killed his 
girlfriend in 1961. In the period of 1950s to 1960s, the population was two times than today’s density in Taipei city. 
Most families lost their relaters in the war and left their home in China. They followed the KMT government 
moving to Taiwan. Suddenly, there were a lot of communicational problems happened within local habitats and new 
ones. The environmental intention mixed the struggles of the cultural identity and the conflicts of living in a 
crowded city. The murder events by young high school students in 1960s shocked the public society. It left a reading 
question of kids’ culture in the past and to today. What kind of message represented from it? 
Director Yang treated the urban environment of Taipei City at that time as kids’ small park party and a play of 
emotions and cultures. In this film, changing neighborhood was descriptive through kids’ social activities. 
Following these young persons’ life experiences in this movie, the struggles of losing and constructing self-identity 
were explored. Director Yang expressed the intentions of living in the city by the death of young life. It’s not only to 
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the past, but also to the next. The beginning and the end of the spatial consciousness were linked to the activity of 
the young life. When Ming’s ex-boyfriend Honey got killed, the kids’ party was suddenly stocked. When Sir killed 
his girlfriend Ming, the childhood was called the end. Director Yang recreated the meaning of the death as a 
metaphor to criticize the real of the urban environment which ignored young people’s arguments. To the similar 
question of living in the city, director Yang completed ‘A One and A Two’ in 2000. The story edited a circulated 
life document. It started by a wedding ceremony and ended in a funeral. As director Yang said, a middle-class 
family’s living reflected the struggles of the contemporary urban environment in a ridiculous vision. He described 
the living experience in Taipei as stocked in a prison, especially to the younger one and the elder one. Yang, an 
elementary school child, played a role of opening questions. His elder sister who went to the most famous girls’ 
senior high school in Taipei, instead, played a role of serving struggles. Again, these kids’ life circulated by school 
time, familytime and friends’ time. Most time, they reflected what they learned from adults, such as dressing, 
speaking, behaving, and even expressing the emotion of love. In the movie, they kept moving from one room to 
another room and so on. Most rooms represented oppressed and repressed spatial relations. Most intentions lead to 
the space of children’s subject, a place representing the others. What is it like? Where to find it? How does it work? 


















Fig. 1. (a) ‘A Brighter Summer Day’(1991); (b) ‘A One and A Two’ (2000). 
Sources: http://club.kdnet.net/dispbbs.asp?id=9818635&boardid=26; http://www.dianying.com/ft/title/yy-2000/poster 
1.3. What is the half of the thing? 
Truth is a thing of this world. It is produced only by virtue of multiple forms of constraint. And it induces regular 
effects of power. Each society has its regime of truth; its ‘general politics’ of truth. They are types of discourse that 
it accepts and makes function as true. (Michel Foucault, 1980).At the end of ‘A One and A Two’, Yang prayed to 
his grandmother in the funeral: “You must already know what I would like to tell you. Otherwise, you wouldn’t tell 
me to listen to parents. It’s just like you never told me where you went to. There must be a place everyone has 
known. Now, I know what I want to do. In the future, I will show everyone what they haven’t known.”  Director 
Yang described the circulation of life. In the other hand, he criticized the nature of ‘truth’ by Yang’s question: 
“whether could people only know a half of the thing?”What would be another half of the thing? This question made 
Yang independent from his children friends. Yang got a camera from father. It’s a symbol of the continued tradition 
from father to son. For Yang, the machine was more like a sign of adult’s world. Carrying it, Yang got his ‘ability’ 
to prove his ‘knowledge’ to the others. First, he started his adventure around the neighborhood but limited in the 
building, such as in the lobby, in an elevator, and in the stair room. His neighbor paid attention to him and had a chat 
with him. Then, Yang shot everyone’s back to show them what they couldn’t see. Suddenly, father realized what the 
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child’s motive is. Yang finally proved himself. As he said, “I feel I’m getting old, especially when I look at the baby 
cousin who even has no name.” It reflected everyone’s anxious in the city. Director Yang created a lot of reflective 
metaphor in the movie to express a double consciousness of adult/child. Ting, Yang’s elder sister, represented the 
oppressive struggle. Compared to Yang, Ting was the typical good girl serving the traditional morality. She was 
used to be quiet in the conflict condition like her grandmother, a white shadow. However, grandmother’s illness 
repressed her to loose voice. As Ting said to her grandmother, “I’m exhausted for everything. Now, you forgive me. 
I’m able to take a rest. Why isn’t this world like the one we imaged? Only when I close my eyes, the world will be 
more beautiful.” Facing grandmother’s death, Ting used the image of ‘beauty’ to describe the difference between 
childhood and built environment. Her parents were conscious to the sameness of spatial relationships. Finally, their 
words lightly shifted the question of life to the identity of difference and sameness.Following Ting, we would be 
able to see the change of Taipei. Like the passage showed in ‘A Brighter Summer Day’, young people expressed 
their ‘truth’ on the street, at the corner shop, and in the front of the community. Their activities re-organized the map 
of the neighborhood as their childhood. In the films, director Yang had engaged childhood and neighborhood. He 
pointed a passage to the childhood to detect the constraint of living in the city. Further, it could be considered that 
childhood reconstructed neighborhood and de-constructed it at the same time. The childhood is a thing of a cultural 
reality, and so is the neighborhood. People are living in the intention of built environment constructed by both in the 
modern time. Now, we should rethink Yang’s question: “whether could people only know a half of the thing?” The 
nature of ‘knowledge’ is a set of concepts in the built environment. However, the consciousness of ‘truth’ is 
reproduced in the struggle of space to overcome the constraint of the built environment. In director Yang’s 
childhood films, it was released. 
1.4. Hypotheses and concepts 
These movies reflected the historical construction of the spatial relations in Taipei city after the second world-
war. Through that, we would be able to rethink the messages of the childhood and the neighborhood in the city in 
this paper. Stuart Hall had introduced the practices of representation from language to culture and to discourse of 
‘knowledge’ by the reflective, the intentional, and the constructionist approach. He mentioned, “Representation is an 
essential part of the process by which meaning is produced and exchanged between members of a culture.” In the 
other words, one would be self-conscious in the built environment. By Michel Foucault’s point of discourse, self-
conscious would form or transform conditional subject/object in the historical environment. Back to review Yang’s 
movies, children and childhood do involve the use of language, of signs and images which stand for or represent 
things.  
In order to work on the question of School walkway in Taipei, there are several hypotheses as well as the 
concepts of environmental behaving: 
x Awareness: Childhood is a field formed by one’s awareness of the difference in a culture.  
x Consciousness: Neighborhood is an environment transformed by ones’ consciousness of the sameness in cultures. 
x Responsibility: People would build a place to control the oppression of the built environment. 
2. Discussion of the Experience: Projects school walkway in Taipei 
For rethinking the practiceof ‘Quality of Life’, I would like to project it in the urbanism environment. It’s about 
the transformation of two six meters lanes along a 75 years-old elementary school, Da-Tung, in Taipei. In 2011, a 
new female principal came to this old school. Like every principal’s first mission, she needed to create a fresh and 
impressive image of this old school to prove her ability in this school district. She decided to apply the plan of new 
school walkway and green fence.The planning of the school walkway and green fence is a developing model of re-
modern the built environment in Taipei. The corporation has planned it within Construction and Planning Agency 
and Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Education, elementary schools and the neighbor communities in Taipei 
since 2003. There are 141 elementary schools in Taipei, and 59 of them had built school walkway by 2005. The 
policy for today’s case, Da-Tung, the elementary school must agree to release part of the campus to build new 
school walkway. And then, the school would have a chance to negotiate the budget from government for improving 
the quality of the school environment. To this traditional neighborhood, it’s looked like sacrificing students’ space 
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or losing the school’s property. The principal had no choice but to convince school’s faculty, students’ parents and 
alumnus.  
2.1. The question of ‘Green’ 
The policy of ‘Green Fence’ is proposed to replace the image of the school wall. The original idea is making 
school ‘friendly’. Then, it’s engaged the policy of 3.64 meters wide walkway from the urban traffic department of 
the government. The final policy turns to re-create the pure image of children’s school as improving quality of the 
public environment. The difference between ‘fence’ and ‘wall’ is following two rules: the wall’s height must be 
lower than 2 meters; the effect of visual penetrating must be more than 70%. Both rules are easy to achieve, not like 
the requirement of ‘Green’. Is it only an issue ofwhat color should paint on the wall? Should we plant more trees? Is 
it acceptable to be just open the school gate after school time? In the negotiating process of architectural design, 
“what should it look like?” became the main argument. In the other words, who could count what ‘it’ is and what ‘it’ 
means? It did not practice one person’s ideology, no matter how the principal insisted.There were two stories 
happened in the period of architectural construction: a tree poisoned and a drawing of Da-Tung Baby. In the 
architectural site-plan, there would be a lot of trees reserved in the planned school walkway. Before the new 
construction, these big trees were planted inside the campus and separated by a wall from the traffic-road. Architect 
expected the effect of trees to create a beautiful and comfortable school walkway after the construction completed. 
One day, a tree was poisoned just after the school walkway finished. People said that this tree might be virtually 
counted a ‘leak’ to neighbors’ health based on the religion of ‘FengShui’. To the fear of this leak, the head of 
neighbors donated more trees with blessing sign for the school. However, he planted these blessed trees near his 
house.This dead tree was banyan. Biologically, it’s normal and strong in the tropics. Sociologically, it’s a thing 
producing and would be reproduced in several meanings. Some people living in Taipei City don’t like banyan 
because it doesn’t represent the eleganttaste. Someone would linkbanyan’s image to the death in the traditional 
ceremony of Yin/Yang. Someone would fight to protect old trees that most were banyan. They treated old, big, or 
mutated trees as the symbol of environmental history. And, they kept fighting the right of trees to practice their 
religion. Banyan could be poisoned for the fear of disaster and protected for the religion of nature. Banyan is a tree 
and also is a mediated tree in the process of cultural identity. It represented “the shifts in the concepts of identity and 
the subject” (Stuart Hall, 1997). Coincidentally, the poisoned banyan on the Da-Tung’s school walkway served all 
situations.  
2.2. One’s  belonging to a cultural language 
“Identity becomes a ‘moveable feast’: formed and transformed continuously in relation to the ways we are represented or addressed in the 
cultural systems which surround us”.  
(Stuart Hall, 1987) 
A drawing of Da-Tung Baby constructed a ‘comforting’ story better than the dead tree. It’s expected to be a 
unified identity of children in this school and also to parents. The principal believed that formulating a new spirit of 
Da-Tung tradition would improve the school education. To satisfying this need, architect placed some walls next to 
three entrances and two corners on the school walkway. First, principal invited two school teachers of children’s 
drawing courses to develop her idea. Few weeks later, they were failed. Instead, they gave architect few stories of 
children and their families in this school. Then, architect completed a drawing of Da-Tung Baby. It’s a set of 
animals’ myth. Elephant, tiger, horse, hippopotamus, rabbit, and monkey smiled in the forest. Next to these animals, 
‘Da-Tung Baby’ had a curious face. Finally, principal achieved the goal of creating a fresh image of the school in 
childlike language and colorful. Most people accept and appreciate it, especially children and aluminum. Other 
schools start to copy this model. And soon, school earned more budgets from government to build children’s library. 
The work works. But, what kind of message could read in the work? On the wall, these animals’ smile attracts 
children. They looked like child’s pets. Even lion with claw is friendly, cute, and safe. It’s surreal. Whether the child 
is animals’ master doesn’t matter. The smiled animals on the wall call the child’s consciousness of the school 
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walkway. The childfeels a connection with built environment. And then, Da-Tung Baby’s curious face calls parents’ 
attention. It reflects a similar relationship of parents and child. It satisfied their expectation to the image of an 
elementary school: a childlike environment. On the school walkway, a double consciousness of subject/object is 










Fig. 2. (a) A drawing of Da-Tung Baby; (b) A drawing of Mythic animal; (c) Green fence of Da-Tung. 
Sources: Taipei Da-Tung Elementary School, (2010) 
2.3. Walking across the class of the school district 
Back to those stories two teachers told architect. Let’s rethink about the map of the school district in the city. 
x The first child’s parents were blind. Most time, this child was their eyes to deal with everything of their daily life. 
So, this child could not go to school every day. A young teacher concerned the quality of this child’s education. 
He visited child’s parents but couldn’t improve anything. The parents said that their child’s eyes were too 
important to satisfy the need of their daily life. It’s this child’s destiny, and parents said. Then, this young teacher 
was required to leave. 
x The second child was bored in an aborigines’ family. They moved to Taipei to look for labor job. Unfortunately, 
child’s parents couldn’t get the full-time job to support their life. The only financial aid was from social 
department of government. And also, child could get financial aid to join the program of subsidiary course after 
the normal school time. However, child’s teacher thought the educational institution lost the balance between 
family education and school education. Instead, the school system took all education duty. Teacher criticized it 
when he found parents were drunken whole day long and not taking care of child’s life.  
x The third child’s story happened in the low-income area in this school district. There were some drug dealers 
walked around the area. Those drug dealers could be these children’s families or relates. No matter how hard 
teacher taught children to continue education and protect themselves. Most of them would join the dealers’ party 
or to do labor job after graduated from elementary school because the financial problem.  
Most parents would try hard to move in an ideal school district because they believe a good school education 
would guarantee their children’s future. In Taipei, the school district is based on a census registration system. It 
linked to the location of living house. The popular school would aim the price of living house. So the message in the 
map of the school district is not only the quantity of schools, but also the class difference formed by inhabitation. 
The policy of the school district has caused a specific housing market. Rich family could buy a house living in their 
ideal school district. However, most young parents have to work hard to rent ‘an address’ in the ideal school district 
to support their child have the same chance. The tricky thing is that everyone should equally have the right to 
complete nine years compulsory school education by law in my city.School walkway becomes a spatial medium 
representing constraint of built environment. It forms child’s self-conscious with school life. It also transformed the 
community. However, based on parents’ religion of an ideal school district, there are more and more children 
spending a long time in the traffic transition to cross school district. It satirizes the image of ‘School walkway’ as 
landscape watched from the window. 
 
 












Fig. 3. (a) The history of ’lane’ in Taipei; (b) The price of housing in Taipei Da-Tung district. 
Sources: Li-Yu Hsu, (2014) 
3. Conclusion: One room for quality of life reconsidered 
The old identities which stabilized the social world for so long are in decline, giving rise to new identities and 
fragmenting the modern individual as a unified subject.It is so-called ‘crisis of identity’.(Stuart Hall, 1997).In 
modern time, there are more and more young students murdering persons in the public space without specific 
reasons. At the same time, there are more and more prodemocracy protests started by young students occupying the 
public space. Children’s interaction to the social culture bumpsthe unified identity. Today, it’s a discourse in the 
cultural study of kids’ identity. Children in Yang’s films pointedout spatial struggles in the postwar urbanism, 
especially in Taipei. It might not like the situation in Pakistani and Indian. It’s normal asmostmodern city in East 
Asia. Parents and school teachers decide children’s environment. The efficacious way to ‘Quality of life’ is making 
the living environment look good. Reversing the good looking, there is the reality of the built environment. Under 
the flourishing urban landscape, we have to face the crisis of identity first. Following children’s walking, the cultural 
discourse of ‘Quality of Life’ would be explored. Instead to fulfill architectural formation, the inspiration and the 
crisis of identity from the built environment are reminded in this paper. 
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